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States of Assisted Suggest

The Assisted Suggest feature gives suggestions to the users based on their interaction. On the first click on the search bar, 
the Assisted Suggest provides standard suggestions to the users. Once the users start entering the search term, the 
Assisted Suggest provides the users with suggestions based on the input given by the user. 
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Assisted Suggest

First click - Standard suggestions

After input from user - Suggestions based on input



Style guide after first click - Standard suggestions
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Assisted Suggest - Layout
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Assisted Suggest - Standard suggestions
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Search bar

The search bar is a standard text box with a search icon and a hint. 
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Suggest box - Divider
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It is a simple line used to divide the areas in assisted suggest. Dividers are used to separate the text area from product 
area. It can also be used to separate the heading from the content. 



Text suggestion box displays a title and a list of top queries in that website.

Suggest box - Text suggestions
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The below images show the standard state and hover state of the text suggestions. 

Suggest box - Text suggestions
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The product suggestions from the website are displayed as cards. Each card contains the image of the product, the title of 
the product and its price.

Suggest box - Product suggestion
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The product suggestions are displayed as a group of cards to the users.

Suggest box - Product suggestion
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The below images show the standard state and hover state of the product suggestions. 

Suggest box - Product suggestion
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A call to action button is used to display the results of the search made by the users or all the products based on the input 
by the user. 

Call to action button
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Below is the states of the call to action button with no input, with input and hover.

Call to action button
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Colour

The primary and secondary colours used in search and suggest box is same as in the App/website. All the elements can be 
modified based on the colour theme of the App/website.
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Font

The font used in also the primary and secondary fonts used in the App/website.  



Assisted Suggest - Standard example
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Style guide after input from user - Suggestions based on input
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Assisted suggest - Layout
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Assisted Suggest - Suggestions after input
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Search bar

The search bar is a standard text box with a search icon and a hint. 
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Suggest box - Divider
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It is a simple line used to divide the areas in assisted suggest. Dividers are used to separate the text area from product 
area. It can also be used to separate the heading from the content. 



Text suggestion box displays a title and a list of search terms, categories, brands, contents in that website.

Suggest box - Text suggestions
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The below images shows the standard state and hover state of the text suggestions. 

Suggest box - Text suggestions
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via our findologic 
backend.



The product suggestions from the website are displayed as cards. Each card contains the image of the product, the title of 
the product and its price.

Suggest box - Product suggestion
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The product suggestions are displayed as a group of cards to the users.

Suggest box - Product suggestion
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The below images shows the standard state and hover state of the product suggestions. 

Suggest box - Product suggestion
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A call to action button is used to display the results of the search made by the users or all the products based on the input 
by the user. 

Call to action button
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Below is the states of the call to action button with no input, with input and hover.

Call to action button
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Colour

The primary and secondary colours used in search and suggest box is same as in the App/website. All the elements can be 
modified based on the colour theme of the App/website.
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Font

The font used in also the primary and secondary fonts used in the App/website.  



Assisted Suggest - After input example
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Some customisation examples from our clients
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The product suggestion cards can be customised to include any crucial information from that website. Below example 
shows the attribute colour and cross-through prices added to the cards.

Customisation - Example 1
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The product suggestion cards does not necessarily be products. They can also be modified to display the categories in the 
website for example.

Customisation - Example 2
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The number of text suggestions displayed can be increased by displaying them in 2 columns.

Customisation - Example 3
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The hover state of the elements can be customised based on the shop’s style.

Customisation - Example 4
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